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Brian Feuer, P.Eng. 

Partner and Project Manager 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective 

It is our understanding that the Rural Municipality of St. Clements Feasibility Study Steering Committee 

(Steering Committee) operating under mandate of the Council of the Rural Municipality of St. Clements (RM) 

was seeking proposals to conduct a Feasibility Study for planning the construction of a proposed Activity 

Centre. 

The Rural Municipality of St. Clements is one of the fastest growing municipalities in Manitoba.  The 

Municipality’s western boundary runs along the Red River and Lake Winnipeg – from south of Lockport, then 

northward to Grand Beach Provincial Park.  Eastward, the boundary is irregular and sits adjacent to other 

municipalities. 

Within the Municipality the terrain is diverse: from rolling plains, to rich forest and marshland, to pristine 

beaches. The Municipality is home to an ecological preserve and a provincial park, both rich in beautiful and 

varied landscapes.  

The Municipality is known for its many parks and beach communities, making the RM of St. Clements “the 

place to be” for year-round relaxation and recreation.  Activities abound in every season: swimming and 

boating in the summer, fishing, hunting and hiking in the spring and fall; snowmobiling and skiing in the winter. 

Sitting at the northern edge of the municipality is Grand Beach Provincial Park on Lake Winnipeg – Manitoba’s 

most popular tourist destination on the Province’s largest lake. 

The objective of the Activity Centre is to meet the long term needs of the Municipality.  Therefore; the Steering 

Committee worked together with the Dillon team to deliver a study that provides the necessary information to 

support the recommendations on the feasibility of the Activity Centre. 

The RM advised that the initial consideration for an Activity Centre should include a Multipurpose/Fitness 

Centre/Walking Space, Community Hall/Performing Arts Centre and a multipurpose outdoor space.  These 

functional components have been augmented with necessary common and mechanical equipment areas.  

Refinement of these functional requirements is developed further as part of the Feasibility Study.   

The objective of the Feasibility Study is to determine the viability of an Activity Centre for the Municipality and 

surrounding areas.  The Study provides the following:  

 An analysis of the feasibility of constructing and operating a facility which incorporates the 

components as outlined in connection with an Activity Centre and site, with options for incremental 

development and expansion; 

 Consideration of conservation and sustainability energy opportunities for the proposed development 

– LEED silver compliance; 

 Basic conceptual design bubbles that indicate functional proximities and adjacencies with 

consideration for re-purposing existing site spaces; 

 Potential management models for the facility and recommendation of best practices; 

 Proposed options, which meet a financial construction commitment of 1.5-5 M dollars; 

 Life cycle costing of selected option; and 

 Five-year cash flow projection for the proposed facility, identifying in detail, projected revenues and 

estimated operating expenses. 
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The Dillon team considered the criteria below when executing the Feasibility Study:  

 Engage community members in welcoming spaces that become “where all people want to be” to 

have fun, stay fit and recreate; 

 Commitment to multiuse facilities; not stand alone; 

 Familiarity with leading edge technology in energy management, building envelope design and 

performance in a similar operational environment; 

 Previous experience with feasibility of multi-use / multi-organization recreational facilities; 

 Previous experience with phased development of multi-use / multi-organization recreational facilities; 

 A new recreation facility that will foster economic and community growth; 

 Practical understanding of operational implications of various mechanical system options with a 

particular emphasis on life cycle costing; 

 Practical understanding of the characteristics of a rural operational environment; 

 Ability to function effectively in collaboration with a Community Steering Committee and RM 

appointed Project Leader; 

 Ability to identify and articulate realistic life cycle costs, operational cost and building performance 

targets; and 

 Ability to contribute to community consensus building around the project by participation in public 

forums, and presentations to community organizations.  

1.2 Scope 

Based on our understanding of the project requirements, we have developed a Feasibility Study to meet the 

goals and objectives of this project by providing a complete service package.  

Our detailed scope can be broken down into subtasks within each of the major phases of the work leading to 

the delivery of the final version of the Feasibility Study.  The Study first began with an initial meeting with the 

Steering Committee to introduce the Committee to the Dillon team as well as to confirm the scope and begin 

the process of gathering and processing existing data of the Activity Centre.  Discovery and exploration phase 

of the Study where all the existing data on the Activity Centre was processed and then developed into four 

conceptual options.  Our Architects, Mistecture, started the development of these concepts with input from the 

rest of the team as well as the Steering Committee.  Another meeting was then held with the Steering 

Committee to review the concepts.  This meeting occurred as a precursor to a public consultation session.  

The public consultation session was held in the Municipality to present the conceptual options to the citizens 

of surrounding areas.  This session gave the local public the opportunity to have a say on what they would like 

to see for their future Activity Centre.  The discovery and exploration phase of this Study concluded with the 

selection of the preferred option of the concepts presented. 

The next phase of this Study was the production and delivery of the Feasibility Study initially starting with the 

preferred options with respect to costing.  The Dillon team, including Way to Go Consulting Inc. worked closely 

to prepare the financial analysis and a Class D cost estimate for the preferred options along with life cycle 

costing.  The five-year cash-flow projection was performed at this point after preferred building systems are 

selected.  Once the costing has been completed, the Feasibility Study will be developed and then submitted to 

the Steering Committee for review.  Once the Steering Committee has reviewed the draft Study, a meeting with 

the Dillon team will be held in Winnipeg for final discussion before the Feasibility Study is submitted to the 

Steering Committee. 

Note that the Feasibility Study does not include any traffic studies, which Dillon is capable of providing, if the 

Steering Committee is wishing to have this included as a value added item. 
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2.0 BUILDING AND SITE OPTIONS 

The preliminary conceptual designs by the Dillon team, including Mistecture for the St. Clements Recreational 

facility on Donald Road was based on the needs of the community as identified in the South St. Clements 

Recreation Needs Assessment of October 13, 2013.  

Once a thorough review of the need for the facility was established the team developed a conceptual plan to 

achieve the requirements. Through the existing surveys and information an overall square footage of 

approximately 14,000 square feet was designed to follow sustainable guidelines and meet minimum LEED 

Silver Standards.  

The building and site options were developed by the Mistecture team after a review of the South St. Clements 

Recreation Needs Assessment and feedback from the community consultation process conducted by Dillon.  

Four options were requested and developed for consideration.  

Option 1: identified the complete facility, outdoor amenity space and recreation space as per the needs 

assessment. 

Option 2: detailed a phased approach identifying the first phase of the community building with partial parking 

space and including all outdoor amenity and recreation space. 

Option 3: detailed only outdoor amenity and recreation space. 

Option 4: detailed the complete facility including outdoor amenity and recreation space as well as the addition 

of a mezzanine walkway that could be used for additional indoor recreation. 

Refer to Appendix A for Conceptual Drawings of the four options. 

2.1 Understanding the Community 

Understanding the community and the neighbourhood is an important aspect of the design process.  The team 

did a review of the community and categorized the design approach into three areas of focus: 

Our Landscape  

Natural landscape, agricultural land, prairie grass, river, riparian buffer, wetlands, marsh, cattails, and wild 

flowers.  

Our History 

Historic elements, field stone, settlers, red framed windows, wrought iron elements, post and beam 

construction.  

Our Community 

Lockport Bridge and dam, First Nation history, rural residential elements, traditional buildings and materials 

(wood and stone).  
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2.2 Design of the Building and Site 

Careful consideration for the design was undertaken to meet the needs of the community while ensuring the 

importance of existing landscape, history and community. Building and site features include: 

Materials /Texture 

Timber, fieldstone, red color, wildflowers, wrought iron fencing, eco paving as well as an attention to 

preserving the natural features of the prairie landscape. 

Sustainability LEED silver 

Eco paving, solar lighting, storm water management, native plants, natural vegetation, locally sourced 

materials and resources, energy efficient building envelope, power smart water conserving fixtures, natural 

ventilation and day lighting, air quality and occupant control, walk ability and attention to active transportation. 

Building Appearance 

Sweeping roof to match sweeping landscape and prairie sky, low profile building to mimic existing rooflines 

and heights, double height entrance to welcome community, transparency for visual connectivity, and warm 

welcoming materials.  

Placing of Building On-Site 

Careful consideration was given to placing the building on site in terms of the relationship with the: 

 Existing neighbouring homes; 

 Proposed day care and outdoor facilities; 

 Building and its facilities; 

 Pedestrian traffic and vehicular traffic; 

 Buffer zones and natural drainage; and, 

 Seating outdoor furniture and equipment placement.  
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3.0 DEVELOPMENT OF PREFERRED OPTION 

3.1 Class D Cost Estimate 

Recreation Facility and Grounds Proposal – Financial Review and Impact 

3.1.1 Introduction 

The Feasibility Study of an Activity Centre for the Municipality and surrounding area includes the financial 

impact on the RM for the construction and operation of the Activity Centre. 

3.1.2 Current Financial Status 

The RM set up a municipal mill rate in the 2014 Financial Plan of 8.756 mills. In comparison to surrounding 

municipalities, the mill rate is second lowest in the comparison group (Appendix B, Table 1). When including 

the school division mill rate, the total residential tax rate ranks lowest in the group. For commercial properties, 

the total property tax rate is lowest as well. This places the community in an ideal place for growth in 

recreational services. 

The maximum allowable debt capacity set by the Manitoba Municipal Board is 7% of the Municipality’s 

portioned assessment (assessment subject to taxes). For the RM, the maximum debt capacity in 2014 is 

$44,768,186. Currently there is $453,781 outstanding in debt and there is a plan to issue debt in the 2016 

year of $1,200,000 in Utility infrastructure (as per 2014 Financial Plan), other various debt totalling $8.8 

Million in Schedule 15 of the 2012 audited financial statements plus an additional amount of $825,500 advised 

by the CAO for an LID. Most of this pending debt is utility related. This leaves a maximum amount available for 

new debt of $33,505,169. See Appendix B, Table 2. This report does not include the future mill rate 

estimate for the debt that is currently in pending status. 

The Recreation Reserve plan for the next five years has an ending balance in 2014 of $72,120 forecast and a 

withdrawal of $1,000,000 in year 2018 toward the construction of the Activity Centre. Should the plan include 

an annual transfer of $250,000 to the Recreation Reserve over the next five years (and such transfer be funded 

through an increase in taxes), balances estimated each year amount to the lowest level after 2014 of $152,120 

in 2018 to its highest level of $882,120 in 2017. See Appendix B, Table 3.  

3.1.3 Activity Centre – Capital Cost Estimate 

Four Options are presented with each option containing the same outdoor activities and structures. The 

differentiating cost in the options is the building size and composition. The breakdown of the grounds 

development and equipment is located in Appendix B, Table 4. 

The estimated price of the building including furnishings is $250 per square foot, net of GST and is applied to 

all the applicable options. See Appendix B, Table 4 

Option 1: The proposed building with a size of 14,301 square feet is estimated at $3,575,250. Including the 

grounds works of $1,362,750, the total estimate for Option 1 is $4,938,000. 

Option 2: The proposed partial building with a size of 4,840 square feet is estimated at $1,210,000. Including 

the grounds works of $1,362,750, the total estimate for Option 2 is $2,572,750. 

Option 3: This option proposes no building, leaving only the grounds work of $1,362,750 estimated. 
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Option 4: The proposed building is identical to Option 1 but with a second mezzanine, stairs and elevator with a 

size of 14,605 square feet is estimated at $3,651,250. Including the grounds works of $1,362,750, 

the total estimate for Option 4 is $5,014,000. 

3.1.4 Activity Centre – Operating Cost Estimate 

The options proposed result in varying net operating costs and are built on a variety of assumptions. Costs of 

similar facilities were gathered with the one most relevant to this project for the building being the Headingley 

Community Centre and Day Care. Rentals of the Hall would be similar if the same rates were offered. However, 

the Day Care in Headingley operates out of a separate building that is 6,000 square feet while the St. Clements 

multipurpose room proposed for shared use of the day care is 931 square feet. Revenues and Costs were 

more or less proportioned according to square footage. (See Appendix B, Table 5-2) 

The Sunova Centre in West St Paul is another facility with similar features to the options presented to the RM. 

The Sunova Centre is a facility that is 13,194 square feet and boasts a 350 person gymnasium, commercial 

kitchen, nursery school room, boardroom, outdoor skating rink, four softball/baseball diamonds and five 

soccer pitches of various sizes.  The West St. Paul Nursery School is also located in the Sunova Centre just 

down the hall from the Sunova Centre Office in a 1,000 square foot area. They are a part-time licensed 

preschool program. They have one staff and many parent volunteers.  

The Sunova Centre offers numerous recreational programs and activities for people of all ages and abilities: 

 Fitness Classes – such as Yoga, Boot Camps, Weight Training and more 

 Special Interest Programs – such as Wilton Cake Decorating 

 Unstructured Programs – such as Sunova Gym Drop-In 

 Children’s Activities – such as Kidz Dance, Manitoba Minor Ball Hockey, Beginner Figure Skating 

 Summer Activities – such as Sunova Summer  Camp and other special interest Youth Camps 

 Youth Sports – such as Hockey, Soccer, Mini Soccer, Baseball and Softball 

Historical operating revenues and costs for Sunova, West St. Paul are listed in Appendix B, Table 5-3. 

In exploring operating costs for recreation facilities, cost recovery for arenas usually runs around the 50% 

mark and for pools depends on the age of the pool and usage but anywhere from 40 to 65%. Cost recovery for 

athletic fields is usually 10 to 15%. A reasonable range in net costs for the Activity Center proposed will lie 

somewhere in the 40 to 50% range. Details of the estimates and assumptions (not including building rental 

charges for local community groups) are provided in Appendix B, Table 5-1. Tax impact on operating is also 

shown in this table but will be referred to later in this report. 

Revenues and Expenditures have been estimated for each option, resulting in the following net costs: 

Option 1: Net cost of $117,500 with a 23% cost recovery. 

Option 2: Net cost of $106,555 with a 23% cost recovery. 

Option 3 (no building): Net cost of $47,000 with a 15% cost recovery. 

Option 4: Net cost of $120,250 with a 22% cost recovery. 

The following charts provide a visual on the gap between revenues and costs. This gap (labelled the “municipal 

contribution”) is the estimated amount the municipality (and/or other partners) need(s) to meet.  
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These options are based on the assumption that paid staff will provide the services required for this facility to 

operate. If there are significant volunteer hours provided to offset building and ground maintenance or facility 

operation, there would be a resultant reduction in net costs. The Program/Facility Manager could take on the 

management of other recreation grounds and the additional wage for this would be reflected in the other cost 

centres. As well, the cost model is an estimate of costs and revenues and assumes the same revenue basis 

for building rental as Headingley. Headingley does not charge local community groups for building rental who 

make up 75% of the usage. A pricing policy needs to be established by the RM thereby setting the rates and 

revenue stream for the facility. Should the RM consider charging community groups for building rental, it is 

assumed it would be a reduced rental rate and that not all community groups would utilize the facility because 

of cost. Therefore, an estimate of additional revenue would be equal to the other rental. This would mean 

$16,000 to $19,000 in additional annual rental revenue to offset the costs. This would result in a reduction in 

the proposed mill rate by .025 or .030 mills respectively and a decrease to the tax estimates by .29% to .34% 

respectively. Impact on the average $125,000 home regarding this change would be less than $2.00. Refer to 

Appendix B, Table 5-1B that outlines the impact with these revenues included.  In charging the local users for 

building rental the funding gap appears as follows: 
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Comparison to Other Community Centres

with RM of St. Clements not  charging local users

2013 2014

West St Paul Budget

Sunova Headingley Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

Revenues 183,059         69,000            34,500       31,500    8,000      34,500    

Expenditures 314,235         147,500          152,000     138,055  55,000    154,750  

Net Operating Cost 131,176         78,500            117,500     106,555  47,000    120,250  

Cost Recovery 58% 47% 23% 23% 15% 22%

Square Footage of building 13,194           16,900            12,301       3,711      n/a 12,607    

Net Cost/square foot 9.94$             4.64$              9.55$          28.71$    9.54$      

Note:

1. Square footage of building does not include canopy.

1.Athletic field rental and grounds maintenance is included in net cost /square foot.

with RM of St. Clements charging local users

2013 2014

West St Paul Budget

Sunova Headingley Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

Revenues 183,059         69,000            53,500       47,500    8,000      53,500    

Expenditures 314,235         147,500          152,000     138,055  55,000    154,750  

Net Operating Cost 131,176         78,500            98,500       90,555    47,000    101,250  

Cost Recovery 58% 47% 35% 34% 15% 35%

Square Footage of building 13,194           16,900            12,301       3,711      n/a 12,607    

Net Cost/square foot 9.94$             4.64$              8.01$          24.40$    8.03$      

Note:

1. Square footage of building does not include canopy.

1.Athletic field rental and grounds maintenance is included in net cost /square foot.

RM of St Clements

RM of St Clements

To bring the estimated operating costs of the proposed options in perspective with the comparatives, the 

following tables compare revenues, costs and net cost per square footage: 

The program and activity level varies greatly between the Sunova Centre in West St. Paul and Headingley 

Community Centre resulting in a large difference in revenues and costs between the two centres. Programs 

that the RM holds and how much they will rely on volunteer work will determine the level of revenues and 

costs for their own centre. 
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3.2 Life Cycle Costing of Building Systems 

In preparing the scene of the big picture, all costs for the build and the life of the facility are taken into 

consideration. Costs are shown in current value and in three separate categories for each option: capital cost, 

maintenance and repairs (over and above typical annual repairs) and annual operating costs. It is estimated the 

facility’s life is 40 years for 

the purpose of this 

calculation. Financing from 

other sources for capital 

are not included in this 

analysis. 

The following totals for life 

cycle costing under each 

option are shown below 

with more detail shown in 

Appendix B, Table 6 and in 

the graph below. 

Option 1: $8,641,561  

Option 2: $5,550,283 

Option 3: $2,721,694 

Option 4: $8,796,351 

3.3 Five-year Cash Flow Projection 

Since reserves are not at adequate levels to draw from for the project, borrowing will have to be considered. 

Grant opportunities or partnerships will also play a factor in the actual amount needed to borrow. Funds raised 

by the community to back their support for the project should be encouraged to help offset the RM’s costs. 

Naming Rights could draw in $30,000 to $100,000 for the building and $10,000 for each sports field (i.e., 

baseball, hockey, soccer) to help offset the capital costs as well. Pending the availability of grants through the 

provincial government and infrastructure programs, the success of the public fundraising and naming rights 

campaign with the capital costs to be absorbed by the municipality, could be as low as 62% of the project total. 

The table below demonstrates the potential cost reductions for the municipality if the community and business 

support is strong and funds from the Province are available to support the project: 
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Cost impact in this report is provided on the basis of full municipal cost. 

For every $1,000,000 borrowed at 3.5% 20-year term, the annual debt payment is $70,361. The mill rate 

increase to pay for $1,000,000 debt issuance over the 2014 assessment base is .110 mills or a tax increase 

of 1%. 

For every $100,000 in operating costs added to the municipal operating budget, the mill rate increase to pay 

for the additional costs is .156 mills or a 2% tax increase. 

FINANCE PLAN A:  

When considering each option with the intention to borrow the full amount for the construction of the Activity 

Centre, the tax increase and ranking amongst neighbouring municipalities are: 

Option 1: $4,938,000 debt issuance: 8% tax increase, ranking third lowest mill rate. Annual increase on 

average assessment of $125,000 home is $40.89. 

Option 2: $2,572,750 debt issuance: 5% tax increase, ranking third lowest mill rate. Annual increase on 

average assessment of $125,000 home is $25.29. 

Option 3: $1,362,750 debt issuance: 3% tax increase, ranking second lowest mill rate. Annual increase on 

average assessment of $125,000 home is $12.57. 

Option 4: $5,014,000 debt issuance: 8% tax increase, ranking third lowest mill rate. Annual increase on 

average assessment of $125,000 home is $41.61. 

See Table 7 in Appendix B for the breakdown. 

FINANCE PLAN B:  

As mentioned earlier the 2014 Financial Plan included a funding plan to transfer $250,000 to the Recreation 

Reserve from 2015 to 2019. A withdrawal of $1,000,000 for the Activity Centre was included in the five-year 

capital plan. 

Under this financing model, the transfer would result in an increase of 4% in taxes. Increase on average 

assessment of $125,000 home is $21.99 to support this increase. In years five and on, the debt payments 

would commence (after the build) with $1,000,000 coming from reserves and the remaining balance to be 

borrowed. The operating costs would also start in year five and the funds that were earlier used to transfer to 

the Recreation Reserve would be used to offset the debt payment and operating cost.  

The tax increase and ranking amongst neighbouring municipalities for years five and on are: 

Option 1: 2.6% tax increase, ranking third lowest mill rate. Increase on average assessment of $125,000 home 

is $12.72. 

Option 2: .6% tax decrease, ranking second lowest mill rate. Decrease on average assessment of $125,000 

home is $2.88. 

Option 3: 3.2% tax decrease, ranking second lowest mill rate. Decrease on average assessment of $125,000 

home is $15.61. 

Option 4: 2.7% tax increase, ranking third lowest mill rate. Increase on average assessment of $125,000 home 

is $13.43. 

Note that these are the impact in year five and on when compared to year one to four. See Appendix B, Table 8 

for the breakdown. 
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4.0 Summary and Recommendations 

4.1 Public Consultation and Community Feedback 

On September 24, 2014, the project team hosted a public open house at the Corpus Christi Church in Narol. 

The community was notified of the event through various methods, including mailings, posters, signage, and 

newspaper advertisements. The purpose of the open house was two-fold: To present information about the 

project, including the four Activity Centre design alternatives; and, to garner feedback and input from the 

community regarding those alternatives. The approximately 110 attendees were invited to browse the display 

boards (see Appendix C), ask questions to project team members, and offer their feedback via an exit survey. 

The quantitative results of those exit surveys have been compiled, and are presented below. For a more in 

depth look at the feedback and input, the completed exit surveys can be found in Appendix C. 

4.1.1 Exit Survey Results 

While the exit survey covered a variety of Activity Centre topics (e.g., design features, facility features, general 

comments), two of the questions were quantitative and specific. Respondents were asked which of the four 

Activity Centre alternatives they preferred (and why). They were also asked to rank facility funding and 

financing options in terms of preference. The survey results are noted below for the two quantitative questions 

on the exit survey: 

A) Which Activity Centre option do you prefer? (ranked here in order of frequency) 

Option/Response Count 

Option 4: Design of the Entire Facility – Full Mezzanine 16 

Option 1: Design of Entire Facility – No Mezzanine  7 

Option 2: Design of Partial Building and Partial Parking – No Gym 4 

Option 3: Design of Outdoor Facilities only – No Building  3 

The respondent stated they were undecided on which option  3 

The respondent does not support any option or offered no response  2 

B) Please rank the facility funding options in order of preference (1 being the most preferred option) 

Funding/Financing Method First Option Second Option Third Option 

Government Grants 20 5 0 

Financing (Borrowing) 11 0 

Fundraising and Sponsorship 3 15 

User Fees 1 3 

Property Tax Increase 0 2 

 

From this limited sample of responses, it appears as though Option 4 (Design of the Entire Facility – Full 

Mezzanine) is the preferred alternative for the Activity Centre. It also appears that Government Grants and 

Financing (Borrowing) are the preferred methods to pay for such a facility. 
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